


Quasar absorption line 
workshop

date morning afternoon

Sun. 1st Jan
Introduction:

Quasar Absorption line/ 
Techniques

Curve of Growth

Mon. 2nd Jan Cosmic baryonic cycle Voigt profile fitting

Tue. 3rd Jan Physical state of the 
gas

CMB Temperature at 
high redshift



Quasar absorption line 
workshop

practical sessions:

— 3 – 4 groups: interactions 

— familiar with IDL + numerical skills 

— package of data and codes (+IDL astronomical libraries) 

— but not all the required codes … 
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Quick note on CVs!!!

ask help from your supervisors/colleagues …



Quick note on CVs!!!

ask help from your supervisors/colleagues …

keep one basic CV … fine tune for applications?



Spectroscopy: basics!



F-star(why?)

HII region (why?)

Spectroscopy: basics!



  

A bit of history

● 1960:   Matthews & Sandage: Discovery of radio source with 
point-source, blue optical counterpart (looks like a star) 

 → quasi-stellar radio source  “quasar” →

very peculiar star???

● 1963: Schmidt realises the emission lines of 3C273 are Balmer shifted by 16%
               Same conclusion for 3C48 (z=0.37) by Greenstein & Matthews

3C48

stolen slide from P. Noterdaeme (Neon school, Brno)



Quasar’s spectrum

narrow lines

broad lines 
~>1000 km/s



Quasar



Quasar
spectral energy distribution (SED)



Quasar absorption line

14

Quasar Spectrum (rest frame):  

bright continuum over a wide  
range   
+ 
Broad & narrow emission lines

Intragalactic medium (IGM) & galaxies  
at different redshifts (z) leave footprints  
in quasar spectrum. 
[black board, SVP!]
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QSO absorption line

movie: A. Pontzen



QSO absorption line

movie: A. Pontzen



IGM HI absorption : N(HI) < 1017 cm-2

HI Lyman series (narrow lines)

zqso = 2.7

QSO absorption line



IGM HI absorption : N(HI) < 1017 cm-2

HI Lyman series (narrow lines)
zqso = 2.7

QSO absorption line



N(HI) > 1020 cm-2 Metal absorption lines

Very broad absorption trough

QSO absorption line



QSO absorption line



QSO absorption line
Lyɑ forest
- optically thin gas: IGM [dominantly ionized]
- ρ/<ρ> ~ 1— 10
- N(HI) ~ 1014 — 1017.2 cm-2

Lyman Limit systems (LLS)
- N(HI) ~ 1017.2 — 1020.3 cm-2

- optically thick gas 𝜏912 > 1 
- circumgalactic medium

 Damped Lyɑ systems
- N(HI) > 1020.3 cm-2; enriched by metals [dominantly neutral]
- ISM of sub-L* galaxies?
- dominates the neutral gas of the Universe



Science with QSO 
absorption lines



IGM tomography
>> majority (~90%) of baryons at z>2 reside in Lyɑ forest (IGM)

Column density of Neutral hydrogenSchaye 2000



IGM tomography



IGM tomography
>> majority (~90%) of baryons at z>2 reside in Lyɑ forest

~ 900 objects per deg2



IGM tomography
>> majority (~90%) of baryons at z>2 reside in Lyɑ forest

— Not enough QSO! 
need LBG!

Evans 2012: 
900 deg2 ; SNR ~8  
R~5000;    r~24.8

> 700 hours on ELT (MOSAIC)



Illuminating the IGM 
filaments

models are used to obtain scaling relations between the observable
Lyman-a surface brightness from the intergalactic gas surrounding the
quasar and the hydrogen column densities (see Extended Data Fig. 3).
These scaling relations are consistent with analytical expectations. Note
that the estimated column densities for scenario (1) depend on the
ionized gas clumping factor (C 5 ,ne

2./,ne.
2, where ne is the electron

density) below the simulation resolution scale, ranging from about 10
physical kpc for diffuse intergalactic gas to ,160 physical pc for the
densest regions within galaxies.

The results are presented in Fig. 4. The observed Lyman-a emission
requires very large column densities of ‘cold’ (T , 5 3 104 K) gas, up
to NH < 1022 cm22. The implied total, cold gas mass ‘illuminated’ by

a b

Figure 1 | Processed and combined images of the field surrounding the
quasar UM 287. a, b, Each image is 2 arcmin on a side, and the quasar is located
at the centre. In the narrow-band (NB3985) image (a), which is tuned to the
Lyman-a line of the systemic redshift for UM 287, we identify very extended

(,55 arcsec across) emission. The deep V-band image (b) does not show any
extended emission associated with UM 287. This requires the nebula to be line-
emission, and we identify it as Lyman-a at the redshift of the quasar.
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Figure 2 | Lyman-a image of the UM 287 nebula. We subtracted from
the narrow-band image the continuum contribution estimated from the
broad-band images (see Methods). The location of UM 287 is labelled with ‘a’.
The colour map and the contours indicates, respectively, the Lyman-a (Lya)
surface brightness (upper colour scale) and the signal-to-noise ratio per arcsec2

aperture (lower colour scale). The extended emission spans a projected
angular size of ,55 arcsec (about 460 physical kpc), measured from the
2s (,10218 erg s21 cm22 arcsec22) contours. The object marked with ‘b’ is an
optically faint (g < 23AB) quasar at the same redshift as UM 287 (see Extended

Data Fig. 2). The nebula appears broadly filamentary and asymmetric,
extending mostly on the eastern side of quasar UM 287 up to a projected
distance of about 35 arcsec (,285 physical kpc) measured from the 2s
isophotal. The nebula extends towards the southeast in the direction of the
optically faint quasar. However, the two quasars do not seem to be directly
connected by this structure that continues as a fainter and spatially narrower
filament. The large distance between the two quasars and the very broad
morphology of the nebula argue against the possibility that it may originate
from an interaction between the quasar host galaxies (see Methods).
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— Lyɑ detected in emission: most likely from IGM

Cantalupo 2014



Metals in the IGM
— heavy elements produced by stars in galaxies

- CIV always found for log (NHI)>15 

- CIV in ~50% at log (NHI) = 14.5 

- Metallicity ~ 0.001-0.01 solar at z~2-3 

How did they get into IGM?

—> constraint outflow mechanisms and star formation history



Cosmic Reionization



Cosmic Reionization

z ~1100 —> Universe became neutral  
z~15—30  —> first light sources formed … Giant HII bubbles 
z~<6      —> Universe is fully ionized [Epoch of cosmic reionization] 

tracers of the cosmic reionization: 

-21cm observation from giant neutral HI clouds 

-Thomson scattering of CMB photons 

-High redshift quasars (+galaxies) 



Cosmic Reionization



(zem = 6.07)

Ly-β

Ly-α

Cosmic Reionization
blue: intrinsic
black: observed



Gunn-Peterson Optical 
depth

Optical depth for λobs = λL (1+z) for Lyman transition

neutral fraction 
fneu

z ~ 6 & fneu ~10-5 ——> 𝜏GP ~ 1

transmission:



Gunn-Peterson Optical 
depth

z <  5.5

Fan 2006
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Gunn-Peterson Optical 
depth

z <  5.5

z >  5.5

Fan 2006



QSO absorption line



QSO absorption line
Lyɑ forest
- optically thin gas: IGM
- ρ/<ρ> ~ 1— 10
- N(HI) ~ 1014 — 1017.2 cm-2

Lyman Limit systems (LLS)
- optically thick gas 𝜏912 > 1
- circumgalactic Medium —>ISM
- N(HI) ~ 1017.2 — 1020.3 cm-2

 Damped Lyɑ systems (DLA)
- N(HI) > 1020.3 cm-2 / enriched by metals
- sub-L* galaxies?
- dominates the neutral gas of the Universe



DLA
❖ Similar HI column densities seen in nearby galaxies 

❖DLAs mass density (ΩDLA) in z ~ 3.0 is a certain fraction of 
luminous matter in z = 0 

❖Evolution of ΩDLA with redshift (signature of gas consumption) 

❖DLAs contain heavy elements (enrichment) 

Signatures of star formation in DLAs

tomorrow’s talk by Celine Peroux 



Associated systems
associated absorbers: zem ~ zabs (Δv < 104 km s-1)

e.g.:  

Broad absorption line 
[strong winds close to  
the supermassive  
black holes] 

(highly ionized gas)

Wang et al. 2015



Associated systems

fathivavsari et al. 2017

Ghostly DLA:

Δv ~ +40 km/s 

inflowing gas 

measuring the  
size & distance! 

outflow/inflow  
interaction



DLA: Fundamental physics



H2 Absorption Lines

ro-vibronic H2 transitions: 910 — 1151 Å 
(in ~ 10% of Damped Lyman-ɑ systems) 
!

!

z > 2: H2 lines fall in optical range 
!

!

λH2: sensitive to the value of proton-to-electron mass ratio (µ)
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(z = 2.66) 

!
!

Δµ/µ=0 
!
!
!
!

Δµ/µ=+3E-3 
!
!
!
!

Δµ/µ=-3E-3

H2 Absorption Lines

observed wavelength (Å)
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Variation of µ

zred ≣                         = Ki Δµ/µ
1 + zabs

zi - zabs

King et el. 2011

λobsi = λ0i (1 + zabs) (1 + Ki Δµ/µ)



DLA: Fundamental physics

Δµ / µ  = 5.0 ± 6.1 x 10-6



DLA: Fundamental physics

Albornoz Vasquez 2014



DLA: Fundamental physics
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Intervening medium 

 21-cm absorber 

          z21  = zabs

radio observation
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DLA: Fundamental physics

E (21-cm)  α     α2 gp / µ
α  = 2π e2 / hc 
µ  = mp / me  
x = α2gp / µ

Requires: 
✓ UV absorbers with 21-cm absorption 
✓ compact background quasar  
✓ high resolution optical and 21-cm spectra   

redshifts of  optical and radio absorption constrains:



DLA: Fundamental physics

red box: 
Δx / x =  (0.0 ± 1.5) x 10-6

Rahmani 2012



DLA: Fundamental physics

Cooke 2014

- Deuterium (DI) only produced in BBN: D/H ~ 10-5 
- DI is destroyed by star formation



Absorber log N(HI) tracer associated with:

Lyɑ forest < 17.2 Lyɑ absorption IGM

Lyman Limit 
Systems 17.2—20.3 Lyman limit at 912 A galaxies/CGM

Damped Lyɑ 
systems >20.3 damping absorbing 

wings galaxies

MgII systems > 17 MgII2796,2803 galaxy —>galaxy 
halo

CaII sytems > 19 CaII3935,3970 star forming regions?

CIV systems >14.5 CIV1548,1550 IGM/galaxy



Absorption Line Formation 

Session II



Basics

Iλ Iλ + dIλ

dx

dIλ = - aλ n Iλ dx 

aλ: absorption coefficient for bound-bound photon absorption cm-2 

n : number density of absorbing atoms cm-3 

re-emitted photons are oriented randomly w.r.t. the line of sight

. . .



Basics

Iλ Iλ + dIλ

dx

dIλ = - aλ n Iλ dx 

optical depth: 𝜏λ = ∫ aλ n dx 

dIλ = - Iλ d𝜏λ 



Basics

Iλ Iλ + dIλ

dx

or

Number of atoms per cm-2 

(column density)



Basics

knowing the transition (aλ) one can measure N 



Basics

knowing the transition (aλ) one can measure N ?

— possible if the line profile is preserved: high spectral resolution 



Basics

knowing the transition (aλ) one can measure N ?

— possible if the line profile is preserved: high spectral resolution 

before entering the spectrograph

light distributed on a profile 



Basics

knowing the transition (aλ) one can measure N ?

— possible if the line profile is preserved: high spectral resolution 



Basics

knowing the transition (aλ) one can measure N ?

— possible if the line profile is preserved: high spectral resolution  

— 𝜏 >> 1 —>    I/I0 ~ 0 … N can not be measured in the dark core of the line



Basics

— possible if the line profile is preserved: high spectral resolution 

— 𝜏 >> 1 —>    I/I0 ~ 0 … N can not be measured in the dark core of the line

Equivalent width



Basics

a rectangular strip of spectrum having the same area as the absorption line. 

Fig from  
Max Pettini



Basics

EW: invariant to convolution of the intrinsic QSO spectrum with the instrumental profile

h 
(=

1)



Basics

atomic parameters

probability distribution (line profile)



Basics

atomic parameters

1- Natural broadening: finite width of energy levels 

2- Doppler broadening: velocities of absorbing atoms



Basics

atomic parameters

1- Natural broadening: finite width of energy levels 

2- Doppler broadening: velocities of absorbing atoms 
— microscopic (gas temperature) 
— macroscopic (large scale motions e.g. turbulent … )



Basics

atomic parameters

convolution
natural broadening

velocity broadening



Basics

natural broadening velocity broadening



Basics

natural broadening velocity broadening

Voigt profile/Voigt function



Basics

Integral gives a relation between the EW and N [curve of growth]



Basics

Lyɑ line HI with b=30 km s-1
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Lyɑ line HI with b=30 km s-1

linear part of curve of growth:

optically thin regime, EW  is a sensitive measure 
of N
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Lyɑ line HI with b=30 km s-1

linear part of curve of growth:

optically thin regime, EW  is a sensitive measure 
of N



Basics

Lyɑ line HI with b=30 km s-1

flat/logarithmic part of curve of growth:

optically thick regime, EW  is a NOT very sensitive measure of N
but is sensitive to Doppler parameter



Basics

Lyɑ line HI with b=30 km s-1

Damping/square root part of curve of growth:

optical depth in damping wings provides an 
accurate estimate of N.

EWλ ~ 10 A —> log N(HI) ~ 20.3 (a DLA)
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Practicals
steps for absorption line analysis: 

1-  normalizing the spectrum 

“sdss_spec.fits” : 
>> wavelength 
>> flux 
>> ivar
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Practicals
steps for absorption line analysis: 

1-  normalizing the spectrum 

“sdss_spec.fits” : 
>> wavelength 
>> flux 
>> ivar

Caution: normalize the error spectrum by the same continuum



Practicals
steps for absorption line analysis: 

1- normalizing the spectrum  

2- identifying a strong MgII system and other metal lines 

- doublet technique 
- “vis_hfv.pro” [modify line number 286]



Practicals



Practicals
steps for absorption line analysis: 

1- normalizing the spectrum  

2- identifying a strong MgII system and other metal lines 

- doublet technique 
- “vis_hfv.pro” [modify line number 286] 

3- finding the EW of all metal lines



Practicals
steps for absorption line analysis: 

1- normalizing the spectrum  

2- identifying a strong MgII system and other metal lines 

- doublet technique 
- “vis_hfv.pro” [modify line number 286] 

3- finding the EW of all metal lines 

4- analysing the curve of growth to find “N” & “b” 



www.astro.ipm.ir//conferences/qal2017/qal2017.zip

http://www.astro.ipm.ir//conferences/qal2017/qal2017.zip

